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Line-shape analysis of Doppler-broadened γ lines following the β decay of 11Li
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The β decay of 11Li is studied at the TRIUMF Isotope Separation and Acceleration (ISAC) facility using the
8π γ -ray spectrometer coupled with an inner array of 20 plastic scintillators for β detection. Doppler-broadened
line shapes resulting from the decay of the excited states in 10Be populated by β-delayed one-neutron emission
are analyzed using Monte Carlo simulations. New β-delayed neutron decay branches are shown to contribute to
the complex decay of 11Li. The half-lives of all but one bound excited state in 10Be are also deduced from this
work. Among them, the half-life of the 2− state in 10Be is shown to be much shorter than previously thought,
yielding a new experimental B(E1) now well within the range of theoretical predictions and providing further
evidence that the 2− state in 10Be is an excited halo state. The nature of the 8.82-MeV state in 11Be and its decay
paths to excited states in 10Be are found to be consistent with the β decay of the core proceeding through this
particular state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, 11Li has emerged as having perhaps the
most complex decay scheme among light nuclei. One reason,
of course, lies in its large Qβ value (20.55 MeV), which opens
a large number of possible decay channels. But another reason
for such complexity can be found in the study of the β-delayed
one-neutron emission where most of the 11Li β-decay strength
lies. Past experiments [1–6] show that multiple decay paths to
11Be and 10Be contribute to the decay, pointing to a lack of
overlap between the 11Li ground-state wave function and the
ones making up the states in the daughter nucleus. This may
not be particularly surprising if one considers the difference
between the halo nature of the 11Li ground state [7,8] and
the clustered nature of many beryllium states (see Ref. [9]
and references therein). However, two neutron-rich beryllium
isotopes are known halo nuclei, and at least one excited state
in 10Be (2− state at 6.263 MeV) has been identified as a
halo state candidate (see Ref. [10] and references therein).
Such a coexistence between halo and cluster structures in
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beryllium isotopes is intriguing and suggests that under certain
conditions, the valence neutrons as described in cluster models
may also be halo neutrons. Recently, two experiments at the
TRIUMF Isotope Separation and Acceleration (ISAC) facility
investigated decay paths that could shed light on the fate of
the 11Li halo neutrons. The measurement of the β-delayed
deuteron channel is shown to occur mostly in the halo of
11Li [11], while the study of the β-delayed neutron emission
points to possible pathways consistent with the β decay
occurring in the core [5]. In the latter case, one expects the
halo neutrons to remain decoupled from the core and therefore
to survive the β decay in a similar configuration in the daughter
nucleus. One pathway described in Ref. [5] is especially
striking, as the β-delayed neutron emission proceeds through
the 8.82-MeV (3/2−) excited state in 11Be, a state with
an apparent 9Be + n + n structure, and the 6.263-MeV (2−)
excited state in 10Be mentioned above. In this case, not only do
the two halo neutrons survive the β-decay process in the 11Be
intermediate state, but also one of them eventually survives
the subsequent neutron emission to help form the 2− excited
halo state in 10Be. Interestingly, the 8.82-MeV state in 10Be is
now proposed as a candidate for a molecular bandhead [12],
suggesting that this state may precisely be a case in which halo
and molecular structures coexist.

Furthermore, recent progress in ab-initio calculations now
allow direct comparison of theoretical calculations, such as
the no-core shell model (NCSM), with experimental data in
light nuclei. In this context, 10Be is perhaps one of the most
interesting nuclei among the larger nuclei treated with this
approach. Transition strengths, for example, are important
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FIG. 1. (Color online) γ spec-
trum recorded following the β de-
cay of 11Li. Shown only are energy
sections where 10,11Be γ transitions
are present. γ singles, β-γ , and
bremsstrahlung-vetoed β-γ coin-
cidences are displayed in increas-
ingly darker shades of blue. The
transition marked with a star (∗) is
the 320-keV 1/2− → 1/2+ transi-
tion in 11Be. The other transitions
belong to the decay of 10Be excited
states.

predictions that can be deduced experimentally from the
measurement of excited state half-lives and branching ratios
in 10Be.

In recent years, three experiments [4–6] provided new in-
formation regarding the 11Li β-delayed one-neutron emission,
but a number of discrepancies remain, especially with respect
to the identification of the delayed neutron branches. The
latter experiment [6] is the only one that measured a delayed
neutron spectrum. The other two [4,5] relied on the analysis of
Doppler-broadened γ line shapes following the decay of 10Be
excited states to extract the energy of the neutrons involved in
the decay. The line-shape analysis technique will be described
in detail later, as it is also the basis of the work presented
in this paper. Aside from the discrepancies that needed to
be clarified (and will be discussed throughout this paper), the
analysis from Ref. [6] shows that the complicated nature of the
neutron energy spectrum is not yet fully understood, especially
in the 1–2 MeV region. A new study was therefore warranted to
resolve the existing discrepancies and clarify the interpretation
of the neutron spectrum.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MEASUREMENT

The β decay of 11Li was studied with the 20 Compton-
suppressed high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors compris-
ing the 8π γ -ray spectrometer [13], with the added benefit of
the enhanced 11Li beam intensity available at TRIUMF and
the addition of SCEPTAR, an inner array of 20 1.6-mm-thick
plastic scintillators for β detection [14]. Each scintillating
detector is collinear to one HPGe detector such that each
γ -ray detector views the center of the array through only
one scintillator. The 11Li beam was produced by impinging
a 500-MeV, 40-µA proton beam upon a 22.4-g/cm2 tantalum
target, and extracted via surface ionization into a beam of about
12000 atoms/s. The 30.6-keV 11Li beam was transported to the
center of the 8π spectrometer, where it was implanted in a thick
(with respect to the implantation depth of the ions) aluminum

foil. Data was collected independently from the 8π and the
SCEPTAR arrays and pieced together using time-stamping, so
that β-γ coincidences could be analyzed.

Data from the 11Li β decay was collected for approximately
100 hours over a 2-week time period. About 5.0 × 107 β-γ
coincidence events were collected during the experiment.
Collinear plastic-HPGe coincidences were vetoed in order
to reduce the contribution of bremsstrahlung radiation in the
experimental γ -ray spectrum. Figure 1 shows energy sections
of the γ spectrum, where γ -ray transitions in 10,11Be are
present. As can be seen, the signal-to-background ratio is
clearly improved by using bremsstrahlung-vetoed β-γ events
despite the loss of statistics. The Doppler-broadened nature of
the observed γ line shapes will be discussed in detail in the
next section. The γ spectrum does not reveal any previously
unobserved γ -ray transitions.

The energy and intensity of the γ -ray transitions measured
in this experiment are summarized in Table I and found to
be in very good agreement with the results of the earlier
experiment [5].

III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

The Doppler broadening of the 10Be γ -ray line shapes result
from the significant recoil induced by the neutron emission
following the 11Li β decay. Conservation of linear momentum
implies that the kinetic energy of the recoil is about 1/10
that of one of the neutrons (which is typically of the order
of 1–2 MeV; see the neutron energy spectrum in Hirayama
et al. [6], for example). As the neutron emission is isotropic in
the laboratory frame, so is the angular distribution of the recoil.
It follows that the γ -ray angular distribution is also isotropic
with respect to the laboratory frame, although there can be in
some cases angular correlations between the neutron and the
γ rays. The lifetime of the excited state populated also needs
to be taken into account, as it defines the characteristic time
period over which the recoil is allowed to slow down in the
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TABLE I. Excited states in 10Be and 11Be. Energy (Eγ ), intensity,
and branching ratio (BR) of the γ transitions in 10Be observed after
the β-delayed neutron emission of 11Li (unless noted). The intensities
are normalized to the 3367-keV transition (100).

Elevel (keV) Eγ (keV) Assignment Intensity BR(%)

320.04(1) 320.0(5) 11Be: 1
2

− → 1
2

+
23.1(12) 100

3368.03(3) 3367.1(5) 2+
1 → 0+

1 100 100

5958.39(5) 2590.5(5)a 2+
2 → 2+

1 25.1(18)b 91(5)a

5957.4(5)a 2+
2 → 0+

1 2.48(18)b 9(5)b

5961.8(5)a 2593.0(5)a 1− → 2+
1 0.89(14)b 34(4)c

5959.9(5)a 1− → 0+
1 1.72(28)b 66(4)c

6180.3(5) 219.2(5) 0+
2 → 1− 1.58(8) 34.3(12)

2812.1(5) 0+
2 → 2+

1 3.02(6) 65.7(12)

6265.1(5) 2896.6(5) 2− → 2+
1 6.31(13) 100d

aEnergies determined from fitting (1−, 2+
2 ) doublet states.

bIntensities and branching ratios determined from fitting the (1−, 2+
2 )

doublet states (see text).
cDetermined from γ -γ coincidences and from fitting the (1−, 2+

2 )
doublet states (see text).
dNo evidence is found for other transitions from the 2− state.

aluminum foil before it γ -decays. To first order, a short lifetime
produces a Doppler-broadened rectangular line shape in which
the whole range of Doppler shifts is essentially represented
equally. A long lifetime on the other hand yields a sharper-
looking peak induced by the slowing down effect of the recoil,
but with a characteristic broad base, remnant of the original
full Doppler broadening. Precise understanding of the line
shapes and the extraction of quantitative information from line-
shape analysis, however, require the development of detailed
Monte Carlo simulations [4,5,15] taking into account a large
number of parameters that can influence the line shapes. The
following sections describe some of the main ingredients of
the simulation used in the present work.

A. Implantation and geometric effects

With the implantation foil at the center of the 8π , one
would expect that the experimental setup is symmetric with
respect to the location of the implantation foil. However,
because the typical initial energy of the recoil is of the order
of a few hundred keV, much higher than the original beam
implantation energy, some 10Be ions can recoil back out of the
foil. Depending on the lifetime of the 10Be excited states, some
γ rays can be emitted outside of the foil by recoils that are no
longer slowing down. Experimentally, a signature of this effect
is to observe more blue-shifted γ rays in the back ring of the
8π and more red-shifted γ rays in the front ring. Figure 2
shows that such an effect is indeed observed for the 2812-keV
0+

2 → 2+
1 transition because of the long-lived nature of the

0+
2 state, but it does not occur for the 2897-keV 2− → 2+

1
transition pointing to a short-lived 2− state. It is worth noting
that it is not necessary to track down the recoils outside of
the foil, as they do not travel significantly far from the foil
before emitting their γ rays. This would have been different,

FIG. 2. (Color online) γ -ray spectrum recorded by the back
(blue dashed line) and front (red solid line) HPGe rings of the 8π

spectrometer. The excess of blue/red-shifted γ rays can be clearly
seen in the 2812-keV transition and is absent in the 2897-keV
transition. The central peak is the single-escape peak of the 3367-keV
2+

1 → 0+
1 (g.s.) transition. Also shown is a schematic of the geometric

asymmetry inducing the blue/red-shift excess effect.

of course, if much longer lived states were involved in the
process.

The asymmetry observed in the data is accurately repro-
duced in the Monte Carlo by simulating the implantation depth
profile of the 11Li ions in the aluminum foil using the SRIM

software [16] and considering the aluminum foil as infinitely
thick in all directions, except for the direction upstream of the
beam implantation. As the relative contributions of each HPGe
ring potentially affect the overall line shape, the response of
each ring was simulated individually and then combined with
their relative γ efficiency.

B. Recoil due to the β-decay leptons

In most cases, the β decay induces a negligible contribu-
tion to the 10Be recoil. However, in extreme circumstances
(neutrino and electron emitted parallel to the direction of the
neutron), the β decay can in principle contribute measurably
to the maximum Doppler-broadening. The β-decay process
was therefore included in the simulations as a precautionary
measure. It was eventually shown that it has no visible impact
on the line shape, simply because these extreme events only
correspond to an extremely small fraction of the total possible
momentum phase space.

C. Neutron emission

The neutron emission is simulated by drawing randomly
a direction of emission with respect to the direction of
implantation, while the energy of the neutron emitted is
calculated based on the pair of 11Be and 10Be excited states
it links. The width of the 11Be neutron emitting state is taken
into account by drawing the energy of the 11Be state in a
Breit-Wigner distribution of width � centered around energy
E0 (see Fig. 3). The Breit-Wigner distributions were truncated
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Schematic of neutron emission from an
excited state in 11Be. The state is modeled as a Breit-Wigner
distribution (green solid line), with centroid E0 and width �. The
low-energy tail in the dotted line shows the part of the distribution
truncated to forbid negative neutron energies.

below the energy, resulting in the emission of a neutron with
no kinetic energy.

In principle, the energy E0 and width � of each neutron-
emitting state can be extracted from the line-shape analysis.
In practice, however, only the known states in 11Be, as well
as a few unconfirmed ones, were considered as part of the
search and are summarized in Table II. This was done in part to
reduce the number of free parameters of the fit and to avoid the
convergence to spurious states in the most complex line-shape
analyses.

Broad states of the same spin and parity can interfere,
constructively and destructively, with one another, if they
are close enough in energy with respect to their combined
width. Based on the recent spin assignments from Ref. [6] and
the assumption that only previously observed 11Be excited
states contribute to the decay, we find that there could be an
interference between the 8.03-MeV and the 8.82-MeV states.
However, information is lacking with respect to the nature of
the interference, so this potential effect was not included in the
Monte Carlo simulations.

TABLE II. Excited states in 11Be populated in the β decay of
11Li and able to feed 10Be excited states. Energy levels in italics are
levels suggested but unconfirmed. Tentative assignments are shown
in parentheses. Data are from Ref. [17] unless otherwise specified.

E0 (MeV) � (keV) J π Ref.

3.887(15) <10 5/2−

3.956(15) 15(5) 3/2−

5.240(21) 45(10) 5/2−a

5.61b – (1/2−,3/2−) [18]
7.030(50) 300(100) 5/2−

8.03(2) 230(55) 3/2−a [3,6]
8.816(32) 200(50) 3/2−a

9.1b – (3/2−) [18]
10.0b – (5/2−) [18]
10.590(50) 210(40) 5/2−a

14.5(2) 1100(200) – [19]
18.15(15) 800(100) – [20]

aSpin-parity assignment from Ref. [6].
bSuggested to improve the fit of the neutron spectrum but does not
appear in the following paper based on the same data [6].

D. Slowing down process

The slowing down process is central to the line-shape
analysis, as the deduced lifetimes depend strongly on the
rate of slowing down of the recoil in the foil [15]. From the
initial recoil energy, the slowing down process is assessed
every femtosecond using the stopping power estimated by
the software SRIM. The SRIM stopping power in the region
of interest compares well with the data available from Mertens
and Krist [21], who measured the stopping power of beryllium
ions in aluminum in the 90–300 keV energy range. The
stopping powers estimated by SRIM depend on a number of
adjusted parameters to achieve the best fit of all existing data.
As a result, energy-dependent systematic errors need to be
included for a given ion-target pair. Unfortunately, these are
essentially impossible to estimate at most energies because of
the lack of existing experimental data. This is especially true
at very low energy, where slow recoils contribute to the line
shape, whether they arise from low-energy neutron feedings or
because of the long lifetime of the excited state. A comparison
of energy loss models in the context of the Doppler-broadened
line-shape analysis is discussed in Ref. [15]. In what follows,
we assigned an energy-independent systematic error of ±10%
to the SRIM stopping powers used in the simulation. The error
propagation to the extracted parameters of the fit was assessed
by repeating each line-shape analysis with stopping powers
changed by ±10%. Aside from the lifetime of the excited state
considered, the other parameters of the fit are found to be
essentially insensitive to the variations in stopping power.

E. γ decay and intrinsic HPGe line shape

For nonzero angular momentum � carried away by the
neutron and nonzero J spin of the excited states in 10Be,
neutron-γ angular correlations can affect the γ line shape of a
transition. Particle-γ angular correlations are discussed in the
classic paper by Biedenharn and Rose [22], from which one
can extract the range of possible angular correlations based on
the possible channel spins. Once the calculations are carried
out, the angular correlation is expressed by a sum of Legendre
polynomial Pν(cos θ ), with the significant term given by
ν = 2 and the associated factor A2 defining both the sign and
the strength of the correlation. In most cases, the theoretical
determination of the A2 coefficients is not possible, because
the relative contributions of each channel spin connecting the
neutron-emitting state to the γ -emitting state are not known.
This can be rendered even more difficult in the case of mixed
ML/EL+1 electromagnetic transitions, where the correlation
also depends on the ratio of the reduced matrix elements,
which are not always known [22]. As a result, only a range for
the A2 parameters can be estimated, hence the A2 parameters
need to be included as free parameters. This poses a serious
difficulty in the analysis, as the lifetimes extracted from the
line-shape analyses are found to be strongly correlated with the
A2 coefficients [5,15]. Angular correlations will be discussed
further in the line-shape analysis of the (1−, 2+

2 ) doublet.
Another ingredient of the Monte Carlo simulation is to take

into account the response of the HPGe detectors by modeling
accurately the intrinsic line shape of a γ peak not subjected to
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TABLE III. γ -ray transitions in 11B following the β

decay of 11Be used in the HPGe energy and efficiency
calibrations. Energies given in keV. From Ref. [24].

Elevel J π Eγ Intensity

2124.69(3) 1/2− 2124.47(3) 100
6791.8(3) 1/2+ 4665.9(4) 5.12(14)

6789.8(5) 12.62(62)
7977.8(4) 3/2+ 5851.5(4) 6.01(24)

7974.7 5.34(40)

any Doppler broadening. For this, we use a fitting formula also
used in the GF3 routine of the RADWARE software package [23]
and given below in Eq. (1).

F (x) = c1
1

σ
√

2π
e−(x−µ)2/2σ 2

+ c2e
[(x−µ)/β+σ 2/2β2]erfc

(
x − µ√

2σ
+ σ√

2β

)

+ c3 erfc

(
x − µ√

2σ

)
. (1)

The fitting formula consists of the usual Gaussian dis-
tribution and also includes a skewed Gaussian modeling
the incomplete charge collection and another term modeling
the background, including the multiple Compton scattering
contribution on the low energy side of the peak. The free
parameters of the fit, such as the resolution σ and the skew
factor β, are adjusted as a function of the energy by fitting
non-Doppler-broadened transitions observed in the spectrum.
Of particular interest are the transitions in 11B following the
β decay of 11Be also present in the spectrum and given in
Table III. These transitions are ideal benchmarks for adjusting
the fit parameters in the energy range where the Doppler-
broadened line shapes are found. As an example, Fig. 4 shows
the fit performed on the 6790-keV transition in 11B.

Energy (keV)
6750 6760 6770 6780 6790 6800 6810 6820

C
o

u
n

ts

10

210

310

FIG. 4. (Color online) Fit of the 6790-keV transition in 11B using
Eq. (1) plus an additional linear background. The components of the
fit are shown in dashed lines of different colors.

F. Fitting algorithm and error analysis

A χ2 method is used to test the validity of our model
in reproducing effectively the experimental line shapes. The
Doppler-broadened line shapes recorded in the 11Li decay
depend on a potentially large number of free parameters, and
so a robust fitting procedure is needed to search through the
parameter phase space. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
was used to search for the best value of all parameters si-
multaneously. Levenberg-Marquardt is an iterative maximum-
likelihood estimator [25] in which an initial guess for the
parameters and uncertainties is repeatedly updated until a
convergence condition is reached. The algorithm is compu-
tationally intensive: at each iteration, partial derivatives with
respect to each free parameter must be evaluated numerically,
requiring a total of 2N + 1 simulations per step (N is the
number of free parameters). The covariance matrix between
free parameters is calculated at each step, along with the
χ2, and an updated guess for the parameters is deduced. A
numerical method for implementing the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm can be found in Ref. [26].

Because of the high statistics collected in the experimental
line shapes, a large number of events need to be simulated
so that statistical uncertainties in the simulations can be
considered negligible. To reduce the time required to perform
these simulations, the simulations have been performed in
parallel on a local network using a custom client/server
software written at the Colorado School of Mines. Due to the
limited availability of the computers used on the network, the
number of free parameters (which determines the total number
of simulations to be performed) needed to be reduced when
possible. This was done in particular for the values of energy
centroids, since they are found to lie in very deep χ2 wells and
are not correlated to other parameters.

Once the final iteration of the Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm is performed, the final error matrix is produced with
the diagonal elements providing the uncertainties for each
free parameter included in the fit. A χ2 of the best fit is
computed from which the reduced χ2/ν can be deduced
knowing the number of degrees of freedom ν. In the algorithm,
the uncertainties on the free parameters are given based on
the assumption that the fit is successful, i.e., χ2/ν ≈ 1. The
uncertainties must therefore be increased in the cases where
χ2/ν is significantly greater than 1. To estimate the final error
bars on the measurements, the uncertainties deduced from the
algorithm were weighted by

√
χ2/ν, as suggested in Ref. [27].

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the line-shape
analyses performed for each Doppler-broadened transition
observed in the γ spectrum. As we need to take into account
potential indirect feedings from higher excited states, we
discuss the analysis starting from the highest excited state
in 10Be and make our way down the 10Be decay scheme.

A. The 2− → 2+
1 transition

The original analysis performed in Ref. [5] suggests that the
γ line shape can be understood by considering a single neutron
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Line-shape analysis of the 2897-keV
2− → 2+

1 transition using only the 8.82-MeV neutron-emitting state
in 11Be. The difference between the experimental data and the
simulation is shown below the figure.

feeding from the 8.82-MeV state in 11Be and a 2− half-life of
85 ± 12 fs (stat + syst). To investigate the 2897-keV line shape
in the new experiment, the background below the peak was
first estimated. This consisted of generating the high-energy
tail of the single-escape peak of the 3367-keV transition and
adding the known weak contribution at 2895.3 keV resulting
from the β decay of 11Be to the 5020-keV state in 11B
to a linear background normalized to the high-energy side
of the γ line shape. A fit, using the same neutron feeding
as originally suggested, was then performed on the new γ

line shape and is shown in Fig. 5. A poor reduced χ2/ν of
the order of 3.8 is found. The residual (difference between
the data and the simulation) spectrum, plotted below the fit,
clearly shows areas of discrepancies, hinting in particular at a
new contribution from a higher energy branch not previously
reported. Discrepancies are also observed in intermediate
sections of the line shape.

Through an iterative process and by considering the features
of the residual at each step, it was possible to find the energy
of the contributing states in 11Be. Starting from the 8.82-MeV
single branch feeding, the fit was repeated by successively
adding contributions from the 8.03-, 10.6-, and 7.03-MeV
states, which resulted in a significant decrease of the χ2

estimate. Table IV shows the evolutions of the χ2 and the
associated p value, which describes the probability that a
random sample of data points taken from the true probability
distribution would yield a value of χ2 as large as or larger
than the one obtained in the best fit proposed for each model
considered.

The best fit (χ2/ν = 1.244, ν = 75) is found to require four
different neutron branches originating from the 7.03-, 8.03-,
8.82-, and 10.6-MeV states (see Fig. 6). Since all these states
are known to be either 3/2− or 5/2−, the feeding of the 2−
state is done most likely by � = 0 neutrons, hence the γ decay
is not subjected to any n-γ correlations. Taking into account
the new branches, the half-life of the 2− state is found to be
3.2(24) fs (statistical error only), considerably smaller than
previously thought. With such a short half-life, the influence
of the stopping powers is mostly negligible, and the overall line

TABLE IV. Evolution of the χ 2 (ν = 75) and of the associated
p value obtained when fitting the 2− → 2+

1 line shape with an
increasing number of neutron branches. As can be seen, the added
contribution of all four branches is needed to best describe the
experimental line shape. The evolution of the 2− half-life is also
given for information.

Branches χ 2 p value T1/2

(MeV) (fs)

8.82 285.0 ∼0 79.1
+8.03 265.5 ∼0 40.5
+10.6 120.7 0.0006 15.8
+7.03 93.3 0.0748 3.2

shape becomes much more sensitive to the other parameters,
such as the width of the contributing 11Be states, which are
not known with very good precision. In this context, an upper
limit on the 2− half-life is more appropriate to account for the
uncertainties on all the parameters included in the fit. Taking
into account a deviation of about 2σ from the deduced value,
we suggest an upper limit for the new 2− half-life of 8 fs.

Table V summarizes the contributions of each individual
branch and also includes the energy of the neutron emitted and
the maximum Doppler shift induced by the neutron emission
from their respective excited states in 11Be. As a consistency
check, we look at the neutron energy spectrum recorded in
Ref. [6]. According to our analysis, about 2/3 of the intensity
making up branch 11 in Ref. [6] should in fact be located in
the 1.14-MeV region, where the neutron spectrum is actually
poorly understood. We note that a change in the β-asymmetry
pattern occurs for neutrons in the 1.1-MeV region, suggesting
the presence of a previously unaccounted for neutron branch
most likely arising from a 3/2− state in 11Be, which is
precisely the case of the 8.03-MeV state. The two other neutron
branches, originating from the 7.03- and 10.6-MeV states in
11Be, are too weak to have observable contributions in the
neutron energy spectrum, although they could change slightly
the intensity of all the surrounding branches contributing to
the spectrum.

The new lifetime extracted from this experiment yields
a lower limit on the B(E1; 2− → 2+

1 ) of 7.5 × 10−3 W.u.

TABLE V. Line-shape analysis of the 2− → 2+
1 2897-keV

transition. The intensity breakdown is given for each contribut-
ing neutron-emitting state in 11Be together with the energy of the
emitted neutrons En and the maximum Doppler shift (
Emax)
it induces in the transition considered.

J π = 2− T1/2 < 8 fs (syst. error negligible)

From 11Be
Elevel (MeV) En (MeV) 
Emax (keV) Intensity
7.03 0.24 6.55 0.15(3)
8.03 1.15 14.41 4.01(15)
8.82 1.86 18.38 1.75(14)
10.6 3.48 25.11 0.40(5)

Total 6.31(13)
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Line-shape analysis of the 2897-keV
2− → 2+

1 transition. The best fit is obtained using the parameters
given in Table V. The relative contribution of each neutron branch is
shown by using different shades of blue. The difference between the
experimental data and the simulation is shown below the figure.

using the 8-fs half-life upper limit (0.018 W.u. when using
the nominal value of 3.2 fs) extracted from the best fit, about
10 times higher than the previous value of 7.7 × 10−4 W.u.
proposed in Ref. [5]. This new value is now within range
of the most recent theoretical works using the no-core shell
model (NCSM, 0.022 W.u.) and four-body microscopic cluster
model (MCM, 0.02 W.u.) approaches, which interpret the 2−
state in 10Be as an excited one-neutron halo state [10]. This
measurement also confirms the existence of a decay pathway
linking the 8.82-MeV state in 11Be to the 2− state in 10Be.
The nature of the 8.82-MeV state will be discussed further
following the line-shape analyses arising from the decay of
the (1−, 2+

2 ) doublet states.

B. The 0+
2 → 2+

1 transition

The line-shape analysis of the 2812-keV transition is shown
to arise from the feeding of a single neutron branch arising from
the 8.03-MeV state in 11Be, as previously suggested in Ref. [5].
The best fit (χ2/ν = 1.240, ν = 56) is shown in Fig. 7 and the
contributing branch parameters displayed in Table VI. No n-γ
angular correlation is expected in this case, since the γ rays
emitted from a 0+ state are isotropic by nature. The half-life
extracted from the fit is found to be 983(27) fs (statistical error

TABLE VI. Line-shape analysis of the 0+
2 → 2+

1 2812-keV
transition. The intensity is given for the contributing neutron-
emitting state in 11Be together with the energy of the emitted
neutrons (En) and the maximum Doppler-shift (
Emax) it
induces in the transition considered.

J π = 0+
2 T1/2 = 983 ± 27 (stat.)+200

−120(syst.) fs

From 11Be
Elevel (MeV) En (MeV) 
Emax (keV) Intensity
8.03 1.22 14.45 3.02(6)

Total 3.02(6)
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Line-shape analysis of the 2812-keV
0+

2 → 2+
1 transition. The best fit is obtained using the parameters

given in Table VI. The difference between the experimental data and
the simulation is shown below the figure.

only), in reasonable agreement with the previous half-life of
870(70) fs deduced from Ref. [5]. The discrepancy between
the two measurements indicates another potential limitation of
the method when considering long half-life. As the half-life
gets longer and longer, the changes of the line shape become
more subtle, resulting in a relative loss of sensitivity.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the recoiling 10Be energy
[Fig. 8(a)] and of the Doppler-broadening [Fig. 8(b)] of the
2812-keV line shape as a function of time as estimated in the
Monte Carlo simulation. As can be seen, the characteristic
time to stop a ∼100-keV 10Be recoil making up most of
the recoils is on the order of 800 fs. Beyond this time,
only a small fraction of events in the high-energy tail of the
Breit-Wigner distribution still generates significant Doppler
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FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) Evolution of the 10Be recoil energy as
a function of time after the neutron emission (t = 0). (b) Evolution
of the Doppler broadening as a function of the same time.
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broadening. The “sharp” component of the line shape therefore
becomes less and less sensitive to the Doppler-broadening
process as the half-life of the excited state increases and
becomes more sensitive to the intrinsic response of the
HPGe. A slight change of the HPGe parameters used in the
two analyses then may be responsible for the discrepancies
observed. Another illustration of this effect is obtained when
considering a model also including a low-energy neutron
branch from the 7.03 MeV state in 11Be. In this case, a best
fit with a slightly better χ2 is obtained with a contribution
of up to 5% of the total intensity from the 7.03-MeV
branch and a 0+

2 half-life of about 900 fs. Such a small
contribution in the same range of energy where the intrinsic
HPGe resolution is known to possibly affect the line shape
may turn out to be spurious for the reason given above. As a
consequence, this potential additional branch is not considered
in the final result.

The dominant source of error remains the systematic error
due to the uncertainty on the energy loss. A systematic ±10%
change in the stopping powers used in the simulation results in
a shift of +200

−120fs, respectively, of the deduced half-life, hence
the half-life given in Table VI. At the end, the half-lives de-
duced by including or not including a 7.03-MeV contribution
are consistent within the total error bar given.

The second 0+
2 in 10Be was recently identified as a molecular

rotation bandhead [28] with a cluster structure in which two
valence neutrons induce an increase of distance between the
two α particles [29]. In this context, the long 0+

2 half-life is
explained by the significant difference of structure between this
state and the two first states of 10Be. The B(E1; 0+

2 → 2+
1 ) of

4.8 × 10−2 W.u. extracted from the new experimental half-life
is in good agreement with the one obtained from antisym-
metrized molecular dynamics calculations (2.0 × 10−2 W.u.)
suggesting the clustered nature of the 0+

2 state [29].

C. The (1−, 2+
2 ) → 2+

1 and (1−, 2+
2 ) → 0+

1 transitions

The line shapes of the transitions from the (1−, 2+
2 ) doublet

to the first 2+ state and to the ground state need to be
analyzed together to account for the relative intensities of
each individual direct or indirect contribution. By gating on
the 0+

2 → 1− transition, the intensities and line shapes of
the 1− → 2+

1 and 1− → 0+
1 transitions are extracted. The

branching ratio of the 1− state to the first 2+ state in 10Be
is found to be 34(4)%, consistent with the value suggested in
Ref. [5]. The best fit (χ2/ν = 0.447, ν = 226) of the two line
shapes analyzed together (see Figs. 9 and 10) yields a 44(40)-fs
half-life for the 1− state in 10Be and confirms the feeding of the
0+

2 state from the 8.03-MeV 11Be state. The poor resolution
on the lifetime measurement is explained by the fact that the
line shape is mostly due to the long 0+

2 half-life and is not
as sensitive to the much shorter 1− half-life. The 1− half-life
is found to be significantly lower than the one suggested by
Fynbo et al. [4].

Following this preliminary step, the line shapes induced
by the decay of the doublet are investigated. At least two
209Bi(n, n′ γ ) γ lines are found to contaminate the (1−, 2+

2 ) →
2+

1 line shape and are included in the background. Other
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Line-shape analysis of the 1− → 2+
1 tran-

sition isolated by gating on the 0+
2 → 1− transition. The difference

between the experimental data and the simulation is shown below the
figure.

(n, n′γ ) reactions can potentially contribute more weak lines
in the energy range of interest, but their relative intensities
could not be ascertained. The decision was thus made not to
include them in order to avoid biasing the data. A look at the
intensities feeding and originating from the doublet indicates
that about 95% of all the intensity comes from direct feeding
of the doublet. In the two previous studies analyzing the line
shapes arising from the doublet decay [5,15], two features
are identified: a broad base due to the direct feeding of the
2+

2 state (and possibly of the 1− state as well) and a sharp
component resulting from the decay of the long-lived 0+

2 state
to the 1− state. The relative dominance of the former in the
(1−, 2+

2 ) → 2+
1 line shape points to a large 2+

2 → 2+
1 branching

ratio, consistent with existing data in the literature [17]. Direct
feeding of the 2+

2 requires the emission of odd � neutrons,
calling for the need to include neutron-γ correlations. To
narrow down the contributing neutron branches, the line-
shape analysis was performed first without including angular
correlations.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Same as Fig. 9, but for the 1− → 0+
1

transition isolated by gating on the 0+
2 → 1− transition.
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Discrepancies exist regarding the neutron feeding of the 2+
2

state: Sarazin et al. suggest that it is populated from the 8.03-
and 8.82-MeV states in 11Be [5], while Hirayama et al. only
find evidence of the 8.03-MeV feeding [6]. A very poor fit
(χ2/ν ∼ 15) is obtained in this work when only considering
the indirect feeding of the 1− state from the 0+

2 state and the
direct feeding of the 2+

2 state from the 8.03-MeV state in 11Be.
The best fit (χ2/ν = 2.308, ν = 251) is found by including
the disputed contribution from the 8.82-MeV state in 11Be
(albeit with a lower intensity than previously suggested) and
two other weak contributions directly feeding the 1− state.
The two latter contributions are essentially added to improve
the (1−, 2+

2 ) → 0+
1 line shape, but have a negligible impact

on the (1−, 2+
2 ) → 2+

1 line shape because of the combination
of relative feeding and branching ratios of the 1− and 2+

2
states. As a consequence, the deduced 2+

2 half-life, which
is primarily obtained from the fit of the (1−, 2+

2 ) → 2+
1 line

shape, remains the same independent of the existence of these
two weak contributions. The half-life of the 2+

2 state is found
to be 61.4(2) fs (statistical only) in excellent agreement with
Ref. [5]. The fit of the (1−, 2+

2 ) → 2+
1 and (1−, 2+

2 ) → 0+
1 line

shapes are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. The residuals
in Fig. 11 still show an apparent systematic behavior that could
indicate the existence of more unidentified direct feedings. It is
also possible that the residual points indirectly to the existence
of other unaccounted for contaminating γ lines, from (n, n′γ )
reactions, for example.

Next, the line-shape analysis is repeated taking into account
angular correlations. Only the decays proceeding through the
2+

2 state may display n-γ correlations. From the previous
analysis, this state is populated directly by the 8.03- and
8.82-MeV states in 11Be, both believed to be Jπ = 3/2− [6],
and decays to the 2+

1 and the 0+
1 (g.s.) states. In total, four A2 an-

gular correlation coefficients therefore need to be determined.
Following the formalism described in Ref. [22], the range
for each of the A2 coefficients are determined. Considering
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Line-shape analysis of the (1−, 2+
2 ) → 2+

1

doublet transition without n-γ correlations. The best fit is obtained
using the parameters given in Tables VIII and VII. The relative
contribution of each contributing branch is shown by using different
shades of purple. The difference between the experimental data and
the simulation is shown below the figure.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Same as Fig. 11, but for the (1−, 2+
2 ) →

0+
1 doublet transition without n-γ correlations.

a pure E2 2+
2 → 0+

1 (gs) transition, the A2 coefficients can be
determined for each possible channel spin (A2 = −0.107 for
s = 1, and A2 = 0.107 for s = 2). Unfortunately, because the
relative contribution of each channel spin to the feeding is not
known, only a range of possible A2 values ([−0.107, 0.107])
can be deduced. The calculation is further complicated when
considering the likely mixed M1/E2 2+

2 → 2+
1 transition. In

this case, the correlation not only depends on the relative
contribution of each channel spin, but also on the reduced
matrix elements describing the admixture. Considering δ2, the
ratio of the E2/M1 squared matrix elements, the A2 coefficient
for a given channel spin can be expressed as a function of δ

and is shown in Fig. 13.
When δ = 0, the correlation is the one of a pure M1

transition and the A2 coefficient is found to be A2 = 0.350
(−0.350) for the s = 1 (s = 2) channel spin. When |δ| � 1 ,
the correlation converges to the one of a pure E2 transition
as in the case of the 2+

2 → 0+
1 (g.s.) transition. The existence
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Neutron-γ correlation as a function of the
M1/E2 admixture (δ) for channel spins s = 1 (black solid line) and
s = 2 (blue dotted line). The x axis is expressed as tan−1(δ) to show
the pure E2 case (|δ| → ∞). The significant A2 values for channel
spin s = 1 are highlighted (see text).
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of an interference term in the correlation results in significant
changes of the correlation between these two extreme cases.
The maximum correlation is found for δ ≈ 0.649 [tan−1(δ) =
0.576] with A2 = ±0.683 depending on the channel spin
considered (see Fig. 13). As in the previous case, because
the relative contribution of each channel spin is unknown, one
can only narrow down the A2 coefficients associated with the
2+

2 → 2+
1 transition to within the [−0.683, 0.683] range.

Line-shape analyses performed with all four A2 coefficients
added as free parameters reveal slight changes in the best
fit parameters without significantly improving the quality of
the fit. However, it is also found that the final A2 values
are strongly dependent on the original seed values, whereas
all the other parameters (including the half-life) converge to
very similar values. To estimate the maximum impact of the
correlations on the half-life without attempting to measure
them, two sets of simulation were performed where all A2

parameters were simultaneously set to either their maximum
positive or negative values. The 2+

2 half-life is found to change
by less than 2 fs when including the correlations, leading to
a final value of 61.4(17) fs (stat). The relative contributions
of all the branches feeding the 1− and 2+

2 states are given
in Tables VII and VIII, respectively. The uncertainties given
for the intensities also include the propagated uncertainties
estimated from the correlations.

The present analysis suggests that the 8.82-MeV state
in 11Be is needed to account for the line shape of both
transitions originating from the doublet. Its relative intensity

TABLE VII. Line-shape analysis of the 1− → 2+
1 2593-keV

and 1− → 0+
1 5960-keV transitions. In addition to the direct

feeding from 11Be neutron emitting states (see Table V for an
explanation of the data displayed), the indirect feeding from
excited states in 10Be are also displayed. In this case, the energy
of the contributing level, its spin-parity, branching ratio (BR) to
the state of interest, and intensity are also indicated.

J π = 1− T1/2 = 44(40) fs (syst. error negligible)

1− → 2+
1 transition :

From 11Be
Elevel (MeV) En (MeV) 
Emax (keV) Intensity
8.82 2.14 17.62 0.25(9)
10.6 3.76 23.35 0.10(3)

From 10Be
Elevel(keV) J π BR(%)
6180.3(5) 0+

2 34.3(12) 0.54(7)

Total 0.89(14)

1− → 0+
1 transition :

From 11Be
Elevel (MeV) En (MeV) 
Emax (keV) Intensity
8.82 2.14 40.51 0.49(18)
10.6 3.76 53.68 0.19(6)

From 10Be
Elevel(keV) J π BR(%)
6180.3(5) 0+

2 34.3(12) 1.04(13)
Total 1.72(28)

TABLE VIII. Line-shape analysis of the 2+
2 → 2+

1 2590-keV
and 2+

2 → 0+
1 5957-keV transitions (see Table V for an explanation

of the data displayed.)

J π = 2+
2 T1/2 = 61.4 ± 1.7(stat.)+7.8

−6.0(syst.) fs

2+
2 → 2+

1 transition :
From 11Be
Elevel (MeV) En (MeV) 
Emax (keV) Intensity
8.03 1.42 14.37 19.6(14)
8.82 2.14 17.62 5.5(8)

Total 25.1(18)

2+
2 → 0+

1 transition :
From 11Be
Elevel (MeV) En (MeV) 
Emax (keV) Intensity
8.03 1.42 33.04 1.94(14)
8.82 2.14 40.52 0.54(8)

Total 2.48(18)

with respect to the 8.03-MeV feeding remains in conflict with
the coincidence data showed in the paper by Hirayama et al.
[6], although one could argue that it is within the statistical
uncertainties. Another possibility that cannot be excluded is
the presence of other unknown contributing neutron branches
that could reduce the relative intensity of the 8.82-MeV branch.
Even in this case, because the full Doppler broadening of the
line shapes is so well accounted for by the addition of the
8.82-MeV neutron branch, it is very unlikely that this branch
does not contribute to the 11Li decay scheme.

The 8.82-MeV state in 11Be may play a pivotal role in
the “halo survival” scenario suggested in the Introduction.
Circumstantial evidence (see Ref. [5] and references therein,
and Ref. [12]) exists indicating that the 8.82-MeV state can
be understood as a 9Be + n + n configuration, possibly in a
hybrid halo/cluster configuration. This may be formed when
the β decay is occurring in the 11Li core, leaving intact the
neutron halo wave function. Interestingly, this state is found to
decay to the 2+

2 , 1−, and 2− excited states, all three believed
to be built upon a 9Be core with a neutron either in an s-wave
(1−, 2−) or in a p-wave (2+

2 ) [10,30]. The excited halo nature
of the 2− state strongly suggests that the decay path from
the 8.82-MeV state to the 2− results from the emission of
one of the s-wave halo neutrons. A similar argument can be
made for the 1− state which is suggested to be similar to the
2− [31], although it is not necessarily expected that the 1−
state is itself an excited halo state, as it is farther away from
the 9Be + n threshold. The experimental B(E1; 1− → 2+

1 ) and
B(E1; 1− → 0+

1 ) are found to be in the range of 3.4 × 10−4 to
8.3 × 10−3 and 5.4 × 10−5 to 1.1 × 10−3 W.u., respectively.
These values are lower than the values predicted from NCSM
(2.7 × 10−2 W.u. [32]) for the former, and from a molecular
orbit model (7.9 × 10−3 W.u. [33]) for the latter. Because of the
large range of experimental B(E1) values obtained, it is not
reasonable to provide any kind of conclusive interpretation.
A new independent experimental determination of the 1−
lifetime is desirable, as the present method has a known large
inherent uncertainty due to the influence of the long 0+

2 lifetime
in the measurement.
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The 11Li halo is known to be an admixture of s- and p-wave
neutrons [34], so one in principle expects that evidence for
the emission of the p-wave halo neutron may also be present
experimentally. The feeding of the 2+

2 state from the 8.82-MeV
state may just be this evidence if the configuration of the 2+

2
state is indeed 9Be ⊗ νp1/2 as suggested by Arai [30]. The
experimental B(E2; 2+

2 → 0+
1 ) value of 0.086 W.u. is well

reproduced by NCSM and MCM calculations [10,35] adding
confidence to these models. The experimental B(E2; 2+

2 →
2+

1 ) is found to be extremely large (56.1 W.u.), suggesting that
the transition is at the very least a mixed M1/E2 transition and
possibly a nearly pure M1 transition. A pure B(M1) transition
would lead to an experimental value of 0.02 W.u. in very
good agreement with the B(M1) of 0.03 W.u. predicted by
NCSM [32].

D. The 2+
1 → 0+

1 transition

The 3367-keV line shape is extremely complex because
of the contribution of a large number of direct and indirect
branches, and it leads to an explosion of free parameters
that cannot be handled by our Monte Carlo. To reduce the
number of free parameters, the angular correlation parameters
are all fixed to zero, and the allowed direct branches feeding
the 2+

1 state are limited to the ones suggested by Hirayama
et al. Moreover, the 2+

1 half-life used [T1/2 = 142 ± 3(stat.) ±
7(syst.) fs] is the one obtained by a recent DSAM experiment
performed at Argonne National Laboratory [36]. In these
particular conditions, the best fit remains very poor (χ2/ν =
21.7, ν = 95) but provides a good qualitative description of
the experimental data, as seen in Fig. 14.

Relative contributions are given in Table IX, and they
agree reasonably well with the analysis done by Ref. [6]. In
particular, they confirm the existence of the neutron branches
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Line-shape analysis of the 2+
1 → 0+

1

3367-keV transition. The best fit is obtained using the parameters
given in Table IX. The inset shows the same line shape shown on a
log scale to reveal the higher lying neutron contributing branches. In
both pictures, the relative contribution of each direct neutron branch
is shown using different shades of green, except for the sum of all
the indirect contributions shown in black. The difference between the
experimental data and the simulation is shown below the figure.

TABLE IX. Line-shape analysis of the 2+
1 → 0+

1 3367-keV
transition (see Table VII for an explanation of the data displayed).

J π = 2+
1 T1/2 = 142 ± 3(stat.) ± 7(syst.) fs [36]

From 11Be
Elevel (MeV) En (MeV) 
Emax (keV) Intensity
3.89 0.02 1.99 9.6(18)
3.96 0.08 4.42 31.8(59)
5.24 1.24 17.44 10.2(17)
7.03 2.87 26.51 4.3(7)
8.03 3.78 30.41 7.3(15)
10.6 6.11 38.69 1.5(3)

From 10Be
Elevel(keV) J π BR(%)
6265.1(5) 2− 100 6.31(13)
6180.3(5) 0+

2 65.7(12) 3.02(6)
5961.8(5) 1− 34(4) 0.89(3)
5958.39(5) 2+

2 91(2) 25.1(8)

Total 100

originating from the high-lying excited states in 11Be. A very
significant discrepancy is, however, observed for the intensities
of the two lowest energy neutron branches compared to
Ref. [6]. In this analysis, we find that the relative contribution
of the 3.96-MeV state in 11Be needs to be much larger than
the one from the 3.89-MeV state to account for the line shape
of the central section of the peak. Assuming this may possibly
be due to an incorrect assessment of the intrinsic resolution
and line shape of the HPGe around 3 MeV, where no strong
calibration line exists, the analysis was repeated for reasonable
values of the resolution. In all cases, we fail to reproduce the
3.96-MeV/3.89-MeV intensity ratio found in Ref. [6].

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have studied the β-delayed one-neutron
emission of 11Li by analyzing the line shape of the γ transitions
observed in 10Be. A summary of all the direct and indirect
feedings of excited states in 10Be deduced in this experiment
is given in Fig. 15. The half-lives of all but the first excited
state of 10Be were measured, and they are compared with other
recent measurements and the values listed in the compilation
in Table X. Overall, good agreement is found for the 2+

2 and

TABLE X. Half-lives (in fs) of the 10Be excited states
measured in this work and compared with recent studies and
values given in the compilation in Ref. [37]. The error given is
in some cases the combination of the statistical and systematic
errors (see the relevant publications for further detail).

J π This work Fynbo [4] Sarazin [5] Tilley [37]

2+
2 61.4+8.0

−6.2 >35 60(10) <55
1− 44(40) 230(90) a –
0+

2 983+202
−123 760(170) 870(175) 760280

210

2− <8 160(40) 85(12) –

aLess than a few hundred fs.
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FIG. 15. (Color online) β-delayed
one-neutron emission decay scheme of
11Li extracted from this experiment.
Intensities given are relative to the in-
tensity of the 2+

1 → 0+
1 transition (100).

The color scheme refers to the colors
used to identify the neutron branches
in the figures presenting the line-shape
analyses.

0+
2 states. The half-life of the 1− state, however, is found

to be significantly different from the only other existing
measurement [4]. The line-shape analysis of the 2+

1 → 0+
1

transition was performed using the 2+
1 half-life obtained in a

recent experiment [36] and is overall in reasonable agreement
with Ref. [6], except for the intensities of the two low-lying
3.89- and 3.96-MeV states in 11Be.

The half-life of the 2− state in 10Be is found to be
considerably smaller than previously measured. This can be
explained by the increase of contributing neutron branches
intervening in the line-shape analysis. The 2− → 2+

2 transition
strength is now found to be well within the range of both MCM
and NCSM calculations and provides further evidence of the
halo nature of the 2− excited state. The 8.82-MeV state in
11Be is found to feed three excited states in 10Be, which are all

believed to be built upon a 9Be core plus an s-wave or p-wave
neutron. We suggest that this particular state is populated when
the β decay of 11Li occurs in its core.
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